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1967, she plucked him out of his diplomatic
career and appointed him secretary in the
prime minister’s Secretariat. This is when
he emerged as her ideological beacon and
moral compass, playing a pivotal role in
her much-heralded achievements including
the nationalization of banks, abolition of
privy purses and princely privileges, the
Indo-Soviet Treaty, the creation of
Bangladesh, rapprochement with Sheikh
Indira Gandhi Hay House, Inc
Abdullah, the Simla and New Delhi
Reminiscences of the author, special
Agreements with Pakistan, the emergence
assistant, 1946 to 1959, to Jawaharlal of the country as an agricultural, space
and nuclear power and, later, the
Nehru, 1889-1964, former prime
integration of Sikkim with India. This
minister of India.
power and influence notwithstanding,
Indira: The Life of Indira Nehru Gandhi
Haksar chose to walk away from Indira
Penguin UK
Gandhi in January 1973. She, however,
This is the first definitive biography of
persuaded him to soon return, first as her
arguably India’s most influential and
powerful civil servant: P.N. Haksar, Indira special envoy and later as deputy
chairman of the Planning Commission
Gandhi’s alter ego during her period of
where he left his distinctive imprint.
glory. Educated in the sciences and
trained in law, Haksar was a diplomat by Exiting government once and for all in
May 1977, he then continued to be
profession and a communist-turneddemocratic socialist by conviction. He had associated with a number of academic
institutions and became the patron for
known Indira Gandhi from their student
various national causes like protecting
days in London in the late-1930s, even
India’s secular traditions, propagating of a
though family links predated this
friendship. They kept in touch, and in May scientific temper, strengthening the public
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sector and deepening technological selfbut realised would not be possible. He and
reliance. Successive prime ministers
Nehru agree in feeling that religious differences
sought his counsel and in May 1987, he
will be merged, once freedom is granted, that
initiated the reconstruction of India’s
Pakistan is only a bargaining card with England,
relations with China. He remained an
and so on. Exciting reading, as yet another facet
unrepentant Marxist and one of India’s
of this tragic, complex problem. Fits into pattern
most respected elder statesman and
with Mitchell and Raman.”-Kirkus Reviews
leading public figures till his death in
Reminiscences of the Nehru Age Penguin
November 1998. Drawing on Haksar’s
Random House India Private Limited
extensive archives of official papers,
memos, notes and letters, Jairam Ramesh Ramachandra Guha’s India after Gandhi is a
presents a compelling chronicle of the life magisterial account of the pains, struggles,
humiliations and glories of the world’s largest
and times of a truly remarkable
personality who decisively shaped the
and least likely democracy. A riveting
nation’s political and economic history in chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have
the 1960s and 1970s that continues to
rocked a giant nation, and of the extraordinary
have relevance for today’s India as well. individuals and institutions who held it
Written in Ramesh’s inimitable style, this together, it established itself as a classic when
work of formidable scholarship brings to
it was first published in 2007. In the last
life a man who is fast becoming a victim of
decade, India has witnessed, among other
collective amnesia.

Indira Gandhi Pantheon
“Louis Fischer, famous international reporter,
was permitted a week in the guest house near
Gandhi’s headquarters, and daily interviews
with the great Indian leader. He kept virtually a
stenographic report of his conversations,
livened with personal comments, swift pen
pictures of Gandhi and his followers, as he
encountered them that week last June. One
follows the workings of Gandhi’s mind, which
-- as Fischer says -- is the reason for
misapprehension only too often, for Gandhi
thinks and speaks simultaneously, and
sometimes subsequent statements seem to
contradict previous ones, while actually he has
simply shared his process of reasoning to a
point with his hearers. The most striking
evidence of this during Fischer’s stay was his
expansion of his basic position to indicate that
he had, reluctantly, reached a point of
accepting the inevitability of India continuing
to be a military base for United Nations. He
supplemented other much quoted statements,
too; for instance, that dealing with him
negotiations with Japan, once India was free -which he said he would like to think possible

things, two general elections; the fall of the
Congress and the rise of Narendra Modi; a
major anti-corruption movement; more
violence against women, Dalits, and religious
minorities; a wave of prosperity for some but
the persistence of poverty for others;
comparative peace in Nagaland but greater
discontent in Kashmir than ever before. This
tenth anniversary edition, updated and
expanded, brings the narrative up to the
present. Published to coincide with seventy
years of the country’s independence, this
definitive history of modern India is the work
of one of the world’s finest scholars at the
height of his powers.
India Unbound Pan Macmillan
It is January 1719 and Daniel Defoe, almost sixty,
sits at a table, writing. He is troubled with gout
and debt, but for now is preoccupied with a
younger man on a barren shore – Robinson
Crusoe, for which he will principally be
remembered. Several miles south, an old man,
Robert Knox, is bent over a heavy volume. It is
Historical Relation, his account of being held
captive on Ceylon, published forty years ago after
he escaped and returned to England. It has long
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been out of print, but a copy perhaps sits on the penetrating psychological and political portrait from
an intimate family viewpoint.
desk of Daniel Defoe as he writes. Where did
Crusoe come from? And what is the secret of his Indira Gandhi Penguin Books India
endurance? Crusoe explores the intertwined lives There is perhaps no political figure in modern
history who did more to secure and protect the
of two real men – Daniel Defoe and Robert
Indian nation than Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. But,
Knox – and the character and book that
emerged from their peculiar conjunction. It is the ironically, seventy years after Patel brought
together piece by piece the map of India by fusing
biography of a book and its hero, the story of
Defoe, the man who wrote Robinson Crusoe, and the princely states with British India to create a
new democratic, independent nation, little is
of Robert Knox, the man who was Crusoe.
understood or appreciated about Patel's
Indira Simon and Schuster
enormous contribution to the making of India.
Examines how the exploits of sailor Robert
Caricatured in political debate, all the nuances of
Knox, particularly his escape from captivity
Patel's difficult life and the daring choices he
on the island of Ceylon, inspired Defoe's
made are often lost, or worse, used as mere
"Robinson Crusoe."
polemic. If Mahatma Gandhi was the spiritual
Herstory Simon and Schuster
core of India's freedom struggle and Jawaharlal
An objective, detailed portrait of India's third
Nehru its romantic idealism, it was Sardar Patel
prime minister, Indira Nehru Gandhi, draws on
who brought in the vital pragmatism which held
previously unpublished sources and more than
together the national movement and the first
one hundred interviews to chronicle the life and
ideas of independent India. A naturally stoic
times of one of the world's most influential
man, Patel, unlike Gandhi or Nehru, wrote no
political leaders, from her youth, through her rise
personal history. He famously argued that its was
to political power, to her assassination and its
better to create history than write it. This is why
aftermath.
even his deepest misgivings and quarrels have
India After Gandhi: The History of the World's
been easily buried. But every warning that Patel
Largest Democracy Jaico Publishing House
How did Indira Gandhi reach the pinnacle of Indian left for India - from the dangers of allowing
politics? Did India move away from freedom under groups to create private militias to his thoughtful
her leadership? What kind of woman was she? Indira criticism on India's approach to Kashmir,
Pakistan and China - are all dangerously relevant
Gandhi made unorthodox use of power and
possessed a highly individual style of functioning. In today. It is impossible to read about Patel, who
this book, Nayantara Sahgal persuasively argues that died in 1950, and not feel that had he lived on,
authoritarianism was the inevitable outcome of
India might have been a different country. It is
Indira’s personality and temperament. Her
also impossible to ignore Patel and understand
leadership marked a drastic break with the
not only what the idea of India is but also what it
democratic tradition of her family and of Indian
could have been, and might be in the future. The
politics. During her regime, the political landscape of
Man Who Saved India is a sweeping, magisterial
India underwent profound changes.The Emergency
retelling of Sardar Patel's story. With fiercely
of 1975–77 was used to promote her son Sanjay as
detailed and pugnacious anecdotes, multiple
her ultimate successor. The entry of her elder son,
award-winning, best-selling writer Hindol
Rajiv, into politics after Sanjay’s death, and his
immediate political prominence showcased Indira’s Sengupta brings alive Patel's determined life of
struggle and his furious commitment to keep
essential belief in her family’s right to rule.
India safe. This book brings alive all the
Nayantara Sahgal’s personal knowledge of her
cousin, in combination with her unparalleled access arguments, quarrels and clashes between some of
to letters exchanged between Nehru and her
the most determined people in Indian history and
mother,Vijaylakshmi Pandit, makes for an unusually
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their battle to carve out an independent nation. between India and the world over fifty years.
Through ravages of a failing body broken by
Indira Gandhi Asia Book Corporation of Amer
decades of abuse in and outside prison, Patel
Presents the life of the first woman prime minister
stands out in this book as the man who, even on of India, from her childhood to her assassination.
his death bed, worked to save India. Hindol
Intertwined Lives Harper Collins
Sengupta's The Man Who Saved India is destined From tribal religious rituals to the Playboy
to define Patel's legacy for future generations.
mansion, and from ancient Rome to Burning
A Life in Diplomacy Simon and Schuster
Man, Plays Well in Groups explores the
Reminiscences of the author, special assistant, 1946 to
phenomenon of group sex. Author Katherine
1959, to Jawaharlal Nehru, 1889-1964, former Prime
Frank draws on surveys, ethnographic
Minister of India.

The Emergency Tauris Parke Paperbacks
An insider's account of the personalities and
policies that shaped Indian diplomacy Former
foreign secretary, Maharajakrishna Rasgotra
joined India's external affairs ministry when
Jawaharlal Nehru, Girija Shankar Bajpai, Sardar
Patel were—with a mix of pragmatism and
hope—creating the foreign policy of the newly
independent nation. This was taking place as the
Cold War slid into the subcontinent and
complex relationships with India's
neighbours—China, Pakistan and Nepal—were
taking shape. Looking back on those crucial years
with a discerning eye for the interplay of
personalities—Nehru, Krishna Menon, or S.
Radhakrishnan, for instance—Rasgotra assesses
their influence on events and their impact on the
evolution of Indian diplomacy. For over three
decades Rasgotra's assignments took him to
Nepal, Britain and France, among other
countries, as well as twice to the United States.
His account of Nixon and Kissinger, and the mix
of truculence and persuasion in their dealings
with Mrs Gandhi in the run up to the 1971
Bangladesh war, sheds new light on the events of
that time. His tenure as foreign secretary covered
a period of great change and A Life in Diplomacy
provides a ringside view of the beginnings of
ethnic violence in Sri Lanka, the last years of the
Cold War, the negotiations on the formation of
SAARC, Mrs Gandhi's assassination and the
Bhopal gas disaster. This is a compelling,
authoritative account of a personal and
professional journey; a reflective look at the
leaders, events and forces that formed relations

research, participant interviews, and more to
provide explanations for both, participation
in group sex and our complex reactions to it,
from fascination to fear. This book looks at
group sex across cultures—who has it, and
why. Group sex is almost always taboo and
often criminalized, and yet it persists across
cultures throughout history. Plays Well in
Groups looks at the symbolism of orgies, as
well as contemporary manifestations of group
sex in bathhouses and public sex venues, at
BDSM and swinging parties, on Craigslist,
and in political scandals, Tantra classes, reality
television, and more. Frank explores the
many reasons people participate in group sex,
from arousal to spiritual transcendence, in this
bold study of subversive sexuality.
Indira Gandhi Vikas Pub
A searing indictment of the suspension of
democracy In June 1975, a state of Emergency
was declared, where civil liberties were suspended
and the press muzzled. In the dark days that
followed, Coomi Kapoor, then a young
journalist, personally experienced the full fury of
the establishment. Meanwhile, Indira Gandhi, her
son Sanjay and his coterie unleashed a reign of
terror that saw forced sterilizations, brutal
evictions in the thousands, and wanton
imprisonment of many, including Opposition
leaders. This gripping eyewitness account vividly
recreates the drama, the horror, as well as the
heroism of a few during those nineteen months
when democracy was derailed.
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month prime ministerial tenure: the rise of
Indira Gandhi Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
insurgency in Kashmir, starting with the
Women's Lives into Print provides a
kidnapping of his home minister's daughter by
remarkable collection of essays by feminist
scholars and writers who focus on the theory, terrorists; L.K. Advani's rath yatra in support of
the Ram Mandir in Ayodhya, which led to
practice and writing of women's
communal riots; and, above all, the backlash that
auto/biographies. Not only does it foster
followed the Mandal Commission report's
debate about the reading and interpretation of
implementation. Known for his integrity and
women's lives, it also explores issues relating honesty, V.P. Singh ended up antagonizing both
to research methodology, and raises questions the Congress and the BJP--perhaps one of the
about the representation of women within
reasons he has not been given the posthumous
feminist auto/biography. Working across a
attention he deserves. The Disruptor is a richly
range of subject disciplines, this book
detailed account of his extraordinarily eventful
comprises a vital and ground-breaking critical life, told in the context of his times.
text for anyone interested in auto/biography. The Nehru Dynasty Anchor
Feroze The Forgotten Gandhi Penguin UK
The definitive and first non-partisan biography of
one of the most formidable political figures of the
twentieth century (voted Woman of the
Millennium in a BBC poll, 2000)
Crusoe Penguin UK
'Once you start reading, it's almost impossible to
put this book down. This is not simply a
biography - it is a serious work of history.' Karan Thapar 'An admiring and admirable
account of the life of a very complex public
personality.' - Jairam Ramesh Vishwanath Pratap
Singh, India's seventh Prime Minister, struck
Indian politics with the force of a tornado.
Primarily remembered for implementing the
recommendations of the Mandal Commission
report, which provided reservations in Central
government services for the first time to the Other
Backward Classes, he deserves a place in history
for much more-from conducting raids on the
biggest business houses of his time when he was
finance minister, to investigating murky defence
deals as defence minister (which cost him his
job); bringing together a divided Opposition to
form an unlikely coalition government at the
Centre comprising the BJP and the communist
parties, to spearheading the biggest airlift
evacuation in Indian history-of Indians stranded
in Kuwait during the first Gulf War. V.P. Singh
weathered repeated crises during his eleven-

A loving daughter, a caring mother, an
affectionate grandmother a confident globetrotter
and finally prime minister, Indira slipped into
each role with ease.’ The story of India's first
woman prime minister is no ordinary story. It is
the story of a girl for whom sacrifice and loss
came early. For whom growing up meant seeing
her father drift in and out of jail and a mother in
and out of hospital. Wearing khadi and
organizing her own band of troops. Combating
loneliness and giving up the things she loved for a
bigger cause. With the freedom struggle playing
out in the background Indira Gandhi's life was
inextricably linked to the politics and destiny of
her country. In this compelling biography,
Sreelata Menon vividly recreates the life and times
of a young girl who goes on to become one of the
most powerful and charismatic leaders of the
world. Filled with little-known facts about Indira
Gandhi’s life this book is a fascinating read that
brings to light the different facets of her
personality.
A Life of Emily Bront HarperCollins UK
Move aside history—it’s time for herstory.
Celebrate fifty inspiring and powerful women who
changed the world and left their mark in this lavishly
illustrated biography compilation that’s perfect for
fans of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and She
Persisted. Throughout history, girls have often been
discussed in terms of what they couldn’t or
shouldn’t do. Not anymore. It’s time for
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herstory—a celebration of not only what girls can do,
but the remarkable things women have already
accomplished, even when others tried to stop them. In
this uplifting and inspiring book, follow the stories of
fifty powerhouse women from around the world and
across time who each managed to change the world as
they knew it forever. Telling the stories of their
childhood, the challenges they faced, and the impact
of their achievements, each lavishly illustrated spread
is a celebration of girl power in its many forms. From
astronauts to activists, musicians to mathematicians,
these women are sure to motivate young readers of all
backgrounds to focus not on the can’ts and
shouldn’ts, but on what they can do: anything!
The Disruptor Penguin Random House India Private
Limited
India today is a vibrant free-market democracy, a
nation well on its way to overcoming decades of
widespread poverty. The nation’s rise is one of the
great international stories of the late twentieth
century, and in India Unbound the acclaimed
columnist Gurcharan Das offers a sweeping
economic history of India from independence to the
new millennium. Das shows how India’s policies
after 1947 condemned the nation to a hobbled
economy until 1991, when the government instituted
sweeping reforms that paved the way for
extraordinary growth. Das traces these developments
and tells the stories of the major players from Nehru
through today. As the former CEO of Proctor &
Gamble India, Das offers a unique insider’s
perspective and he deftly interweaves memoir with
history, creating a book that is at once vigorously
analytical and vividly written. Impassioned, erudite,
and eminently readable, India Unbound is a must for
anyone interested in the global economy and its
future.
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